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March 7, Saturday 
Banquet at the Museum of Flight.  
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ON THE COVER 
The 2016 Z4 GTLM was specially 

built for racing in the U.S. It is now 

part of the BMW NA historical fleet 

and used to give thrill rides. 

Photo by BMW Press

President’s Column
When I became a member of bmW 
cca Puget Sound regIon In 2007, 
I wasn’t thinking about becoming the 
Club President or a board member. The 
memories of being in the passenger seat 
of an E36 M3 at an HPDE event and 
wanting to be able to participate in the 
driver’s seat were the thoughts motivating  
my actions. At the time I owned an 
Acura RSX, base model, automatic.
 The track bug had bitten though, 
and compromises were made. It wasn’t 
long before Club track events became a 
significant part of my social life. Expe-
riencing the fun and enthusiasm shared 
by the participants sparked a desire to 
become more involved organizationally. 
When the track events registrar position 
became available, it seemed natural to 
step up to the task.
 It has been about ten years since 
then. The Acura has given way to having 
five E30s in our fleet. Three of those are 

set up for the track. Now seems to be 
the time to step up again.
 The decision to accept the position 
of Club president was not made lightly. 
Personal and professional obligations 
had to be considered before accepting  
this honor and privilege. I feel very 
fortunate to be able to do so.
 In 2020, the chapter is celebrating  
50 years of existence. With the help of 
the officers and board members, many 
fun and exciting events are anticipated.  
I invite everyone to participate and 
introduce themselves. Hopefully the  
desire to become more involved will 
spark in some of you.
 Please join me in welcoming the 2020 
BMW CCA PSR board of directors, staff  
and volunteers. These are the workers 
who make it possible for the chapter 
to host the great events the chapter is 
known for.
 The Board members and other  
volunteers are listed on the opposite 

page. If you would like to join this 
group, we are always looking for volun-
teers. Being involved at the board level, 
chairing an event, or just helping out, 
is fun and allows you to get to know a 
great group of people. Email me or call 
if you are so inclined.

Dana Lantz, President
Puget Sound Chapter BMW CCA

Ed Mitchell Remembrance 
Sadly, one of our very PoPular  
PorSche de/dS InStructorS, ed  
mItchell, passed away suddenly on 
Sunday, November 10. Ed was also a 
BMW HPDE instructor. His memorial  
service was on Saturday, November 23.  
A group of us instructors discussed the  
upcoming Tire Rack Street Survival 
at Pacific Raceways that was to be 
held over the weekend. We decided 
he would want us to continue the  
effort to educate our young drivers.  
The instructors all brought their 
sports cars, and we did an honor lap 
on the racetrack to pay tribute to Ed. 
With the permission of his family, 
a memorial fund for him has been 
established. This fund is to cover his 
funeral expenses and associated costs, 
with any leftover funds to go to help 
put his kids through college. I have 
reached out to his coworkers, former 
coworkers, and will reach out to his 
other fellow track rats. The fund link 
is fundrazr.com/edmitchellfund.

 On a personal note, I found Ed 
to be one of the most enthusiastic 
HPDE and skills instructors I have 
known. Ed would cruise around the 
paddock on a long skate board. He 
always did what was asked of him and 
was always ready to help.
 Driving around the track to honor 
Ed was something I know he would 
have approved.

Kevin Nouwens, PCA 
Steve Libby, BMW CCA

Banquet at the Museum of Flight on March 7
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thIS year markS our 50th annIverSary  
aS a chaPter. While there were some 
informal talks before, the official initial 
meeting was on June 4, 1970, at Lum’s 
Restaurant in Bellevue. There was no  
internet in those days, so communication  
was via flyers placed on the windshields 
of (mostly) 2002s and (a few) Bavarias. 
A copy of that flyer is reproduced here, 
complete with hand-drawn map and 
phone numbers of only seven digits.
 From this humble beginning, the 
local chapter began. BMW clubs had 
existed in Europe for decades, the oldest 

BMW CCA Puget Sound Region 50th Anniversary
club being the Dusseldorf Club founded 
in 1927, before BMW even made cars. 
BMW clubs in North America began 
with the introduction of the 2002. BMW 
CCA was founded in Boston in 1969. 
Soon after, Leif Anderberg in Los 
Angeles founded the BMW ACA, with 
the help of Max Hoffman, the BMW 
importer. Hoffman was hostile to the 
BMW CCA and urged Anderberg to 
affiliate with the European BMW clubs. 
 At first our chapter was known as 
BMW Enthusiasts of Puget Sound or 
BEPS. In 1972, we joined the BMW 

Automobile Club of America, becoming 
the Puget Sound chapter of that Club. 
For 30 years, we were an independent 
chapter of BMW ACA. 
 In 2000, we held a 30th Anniversary 
Party at the same restaurant where 
the initial meeting was held. The name 
had changed, but it was still a Chinese 
restaurant on Main Street in Bellevue. 
Today, there is a high-rise on the site.
 Also, in 2000, after a long debate, we 
joined BMW CCA as the Puget Sound 
Region Chapter. Back then, Zündfolge 
was published monthly and for months 
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we had a public debate about the merits 
of staying independent versus joining 
the national organization. We finally 
held a vote of the members with the 
ballots counted by a local CPA. The 
majority voted to join BMW CCA. We 
inherited the Western Washington and 
Oregon CCA members, making for a 
substantial one-time growth. Years later, 
the Portland chapter would get the  
Oregon members.

Zündfolge
From the chapter’s beginning, we’ve 
had a print publication. It wasn’t called 
Zündfolge, German for firing order, 
until 1972, I think. We’ll know for sure 
when I get copies of those early publica-
tions from some of our charter members.  
Our plan is to scan them and make them 
available electronically on the chapter 
website. Look for this in early 2020. 

Celebration
We hope to celebrate our 50th Anniversary  
in small ways all year. We’ll have some 
commemorative items and the biggest 
celebration will be at Deutsch Marque 
in July. 

David Lightfoot

June 1970 Club 
Meeting Flyer
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on the evenIng of Saturday, march 7,  
we’ll be holding a banquet at the Museum  
of Flight, at the south end of Boeing Field  
in Seattle. Besides enjoying the Great 
Gallery and all the amazing aircraft on 
display, we’ll have a dinner speaker,  
author Jake Schultz.
 Jake, an Issaquah resident, has written  
an account of the saga of Molt Taylor 
and the Aerocar (in cooperation with  
Taylor). In addition, there is a fully  
restored Aerocar in the collection  
of the Museum of Flight. 
 While most of the current interest 
seems to be in autonomous cars, there 
are many working on flying cars. Flying 
cars aren’t a new idea. Decades ago, a 
number of flying cars were developed. 
Locally, the Aerocar was developed and 
successfully driven and flown by Taylor. 
This was in the 1950s and 1960s. Much 
of the aerodynamic work was done at 
the University of Washington. 

Banquet: A Drive in the Clouds
 One of the five cars built was used  
by a Portland radio station for traffic  
reporting. Another was owned by  
television personality Bob Cummings, 
who featured the car on his weekly 
show. The Aerocar was covered in the 
Weekly Reader, making it known to  
thousands of school children. There was 
a 1/24 scale model of the Aerocar that 
was popular. A few dealers around the  
country were signed up. For a variety  
of reasons, the car never “took off”  
commercially.
 You’ll hear more of the story on the 
evening of March 7. Plus, you’ll be able 
to see the actual Aerocar and get Jake 
to sign a copy of his book, if you choose 
to buy one. 
 The cost of attending will be $60 per 
person for a lovely dinner catered by 
McCormick & Schmicks. Registration 
will open in January on the chapter’s 
website. Save the date of March 7, 2020, 
Saturday evening, from 6:00 to 10:00. As 

part of our event, attendees will have 
access to all the exhibits in the Great 
Gallery. If you’ve never been there,  
it is spectacular. 

March 7, Museum of Flight
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bmW announced on october 8, the 
M8 Gran Coupe and M8 Gran Coupe 
Competition. The M8 Gran Coupe will 
start at $130,000, while the Competition 
model starts at $143,000. The ‘normal’ 
M8 Gran Coupe does 0 to 60 mph in 3.1 
seconds. The Competition model shaves 
that to 3.0 flat. 
 Market launch will be marked by 
the First Edition, which will be limited 
to 400 units worldwide, with 50 units 
for the U.S. market. All 50 cars will be 
finished in Individual Diamant Green 
Metallic with the brightwork finished in 
GoldBronze. The interiors will be Ivory 
White/Tartufo leather with Piano Black 
trim. Production begins in March 2020. 
Fifty cars is far less than one per dealer, 
so get your order in early. 

BMW NA

2020 M8 Gran Coupe
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Sadly, the track and Performance 
drIvIng SeaSon ended in October for 
most of us. Yet, it was a great year and I  
hope you all will be coming back to drive  
with us in 2020. In fact, we will be cham-
pioning seven events next year. There 
will be six track days held at Pacific 
Raceways and one event at The Ridge. 
Put these dates on your calendars now!

Pacific Raceways
 Friday, April 10
 Friday, May 8
 Friday, June 12
 Thursday, July 16
 Friday, August 21
 Friday, September 11

The Ridge
 Saturday, September 26

MOTOR SPORTS
 Yes, there is a Thursday event in 
July; nothing we could do about that 
date. Note that we are starting in April 
because waiting until May was just too 
long. With the exception of The Ridge, 
we plan to have a Car Control Clinic at 
each event held at Pacific Raceways. So, 
in the off season, it’s time for you all to 
think about what you learned from this 
past year, what reasonable modifications  
you might want to make to your car, and 
take care of any problems. Most impor-
tantly, get ready both physically and 
mentally. More about these in Around 
The Sound Track Notes that we will be  
writing throughout the year, so stay tuned. 
 One issue some of you have is that 
the BMW Ultimate Driving Machine 
has to live outside or at least suffer the 
daily pounding of rain and grime during 
these winter months. There are a couple 
of solutions to this. One is ceramic coating.  

I was fortunate enough to meet Jake 
Gaitan, the Michiana Chapter Treasurer, 
who also has a detailing business. We 
met at the National Chapter Congress in 
November of 2019. He wrote the article 
below about ceramic coating your car. 

Ceramic Coating, the last time you wax?
Over the last year or so there have been 
many advertisements on ceramic coat-
ings with promises that your car will 
look brand new and never need to be 
waxed again for many years. What is this 
ceramic coating, and does it do what is 
promised?
 Ceramic coating is a liquid polymer 
that uses nanotechnology that is applied 
to the exterior of your car, normally by  
hand. It will chemically bond to the paint  
and provide protection that exceeds  
traditional waxes and sealants. It is also  
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resistant to strong car wash soaps and 
cleaners. Ceramic coatings create a  
hydrophobic surface that protects against  
scratches, bugs, and other road grime. 
Generally, a ceramic coat can last up to  
one year or longer. Although some claims  
have been up to seven years, but how do 
you know if your car is still protected 
seven years from now? I guess we will 
see how these coatings last in the years  
to come.
 Advantages of a ceramic coating are 
its ability to push dirt and grime off your 
car or “self-clean.” The typical ceramic 
coat lasts longer than traditional waxes 
and sealants so you don’t have to wax/
seal your car as often and leaves an 
amazing shine.

more time consuming than wax/sealant 
preparation. The entire surface needs to 
be striped of any wax or other residue to 
create a surface that the ceramic coat can 
bond to. If your paint has scratches,  
swirls, holograms, or other imperfections,  
these needs to be corrected first. A car 
with a ceramic coat will also have to use 
a pure car wash soap. By pure, I mean, 
not with gloss enhancers or waxes, as this 
will “clog” the ceramic coat or smear  
on the surface. The reason for this is 
because ceramic pushes away dirt and 
grime, thus pushing away these additives.  
A recommended car wash soap would 
be either Car Pro Reset or a car wash 
soap that contains SiO2, an ingredient in 
ceramic coatings. Another disadvantage, 
due to the pushing dirty away, is that you 
cannot use a quick detailer or quick wax 
when cleaning your car in-between washes.  
Unless of course the quick detailer is 
specifically made for ceramic coatings.
 My recommendation is to find what 
works best for you and your application 
and driving habits. On my personal cars, 
my daily driver, a black F10, I ceramic 
coated about four months ago, and it still 
shines today like it is brand new. I also 
ceramic coated my E70, which is silver, 
about six months ago and it is still going 
strong with protection and shine. My 
E92, which rarely if ever sees rain and 
never snow, has traditional wax. Since 

I rarely drive this car, a wax keeps the 
paint nice, plus I can use a less expensive 
quick detailer when pulling  
it out of the garage.

By Jake Gaitan

 Here in Seattle, there are several 
establishments that apply the ceramic 
coating on your car. Park Place Ltd., 
a long-time supporter of the Club and 
advertiser with us, offers this service. I 
would recommend checking it out on 
their website.
 For those of you who do not want 

 However, all good things have their 
disadvantages too. Ceramic coatings 
professionally applied can cost up to  
$1,000 to 3,000 per application. This 
is due to the amount of time it takes to 
prepare the paint for a ceramic coat. It is 

 

The typical ceramic coat lasts 
longer than traditional waxes 
and sealants so you don’t have 
to wax/seal your car as often 
and leaves an amazing shine.

 

Here in Seattle, there are  
several establishments that 
apply the ceramic coating  
on your car. 

to shell out some serious cash, I would 
check out Griot’s Garage for their  
products. I use a lot of their products 
on our fleet and the ZHP’s paint is well 
sealed with PolyWax this time of year. 
Go to the “How To” section on their 
website and click on the waxes and  
polishes. As many of you all know, we 
have held tech sessions at Griot’s where 
Guy and his crew have discussed and 
demonstrated their products. If you have  
questions about what kind of products 
to use on your BMW, give the store a 
call and ask. They are very helpful and 
they give the BMW Club a discount on 
products. Just remember that every time 
you run your car through a car wash, all 
of it comes off. The detergents used in 
those things will strip your hard work. I 
hate to be a downer, but you just might 
have to get your hands cold and wash 
your car by hand, even in the winter. 
 Okay, start thinking track and driving 
thoughts. You will see the speedy 318is 
TRAKCAR being piloted by Dana 
Lantz, the ZEEHP, the silver 330i ZHP 
will be pressed into service this year.
 Keep driving!

Steve Libby, Senior Instructor 
Driving Events Coordinator
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PATRICK MILLER
“25 years of
precis ion automotive
service”

11908 - 124 Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98034

(Totem Lake) 425-823-1511

OMNI
BRAKE & ALIGNMENT, Inc.

Several yearS ago, I caught mySelf 
fallIng Into major avoIdance mode. 
It wasn’t procrastination, which is super 
easy to summon at just about any hour 
of my day, given the choice between a 
tedious task and surfing the Web for an 
interesting tidbit. Nor was it about wishing  
I didn’t have to do something difficult, 
like write a reconciliatory email to 
someone with whom I’d had a conflict. 

Driving in the Read World
Running in the Other Direction: Risk Aversion by Mi Ae Lipe

possible and make several safer right 
turns instead. With this policy, UPS has 
also managed to save about 10 million 
gallons of fuel annually because their 

trucks don’t have to idle so much. Gas 
economy, however, is not what I’m after. 
My motivation is not to get t-boned 
and possibly injured or killed, or cause 
that for someone else. You’ve probably 
noticed in recent years that unprotected 
left turns at busy intersections have 
gotten even trickier to execute. More 
drivers hurry through yellow lights and 
enter the intersection after the lights 
turn red, which further delays and 
jeopardizes those first in line who are 
positioned (rightly) in the middle of the 
intersection awaiting their turn.
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Clearly, I was going against 
the flow, and with that comes 
risk. Big risk.

 Instead, it was about not wanting to  
make an unprotected left turn on a green,  
non-arrow light with never-ending chains  
of traffic whizzing toward me. Clearly, I 
was going against the flow, and with that 
comes risk. Big risk.
 It wasn’t like I hadn’t safely made 
thousands of left turns before in my over  
one million miles of driving experience, 
or that I didn’t know how to do it. It  
was just that I had finally come to the  
realization on that particular day at that  
particular light with that particular traffic  
density that it wasn’t really worth it to 
me to take the risk of possibly getting 
into a major crash if I could help it (left-
turn collisions are notoriously common 
and incredibly dangerous).
 Since then, I have adopted the practice  
used by the delivery service UPS to 
avoid unprotected left turns whenever 

 

Since then, I have adopted the 
practice used by the delivery 
service UPS to avoid unpro-
tected left turns whenever 
possible and make several 
safer right turns instead. 
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Mi Ae Lipe is a freelance editor 

and graphic designer in Seattle, 

Washington, who lives another 

life as a traffic safety advocate. 

She blogs on Driving in the  

Real World, Tweets daily driving 

news links and tips on Twitter  

at @DrivingReal, and writes a 

regular column on street driving  

for BMW CCA’s Roundel maga-

zine. She is the past recipient of 

the NHTSA Award for Public 

Service for her work in driver 

training in Washington State,  

and she is also a member of the 

Washington State Transportation  

Commission’s Autonomous 

Vehicle Work Group’s Safety 

Subcommittee.

 Risk aversion is a well-known behavior  
in the world of finance and economics. 
Consumers and investors, when exposed 
to uncertainty, attempt to lower risk by 
choosing an option with less payoff but 
increased security. Most of us practice 
risk aversion in many areas of our lives, 
both on a macro- and micro-level. But 
perhaps nowhere does it have such  
immediate consequences as when we’re 
driving and literally forced to choose  
a path forward (or backward).
 I graduated from unprotected left 
turns and now apply a similar principle 
to parking lots, which can be peppered 
with risk from just about any and every 
conceivable direction. I also avoid  
driving directly in front of a store’s main  
entrance to minimize crossing paths with  
pedestrians walking or darting between 
the lot and the store. I drive as little as 
possible up and down the aisles to look 
for parking spots to reduce the risk of  
being hit by drivers suddenly backing out  
without first checking (an increasing 
problem in our smartphone-distracted 
and rushed society). Usually I’ll head 
straight for the back or outer periphery 
of the lot and park as soon as possible 
to minimize my travel distance through 
any part of this high-risk area. 

 I have found other ways to be risk- 
averse. For instance, when I traveled 
cross-country in unfamiliar areas, I 
choose gas stations on the basis of 
where they were located and how easy 
or difficult it was to pull out of them. 
Big corner stations can be nightmares, 
especially if they are bordered by major 
boulevard-style intersections with 
chronically congested right-turn-only 
lanes. I purposely found ways to exit 
strip malls or parking lots at intersec-
tions regulated by traffic lights rather 
than at unprotected ones that involved 
multiple decisions of timing, speed,  
communication, and taking chances  
with unpredictable drivers.
 When I began driving for rideshare 
companies like Uber and Lyft a year 
ago, I had to switch to a more costly  
insurance policy with a higher deductible  
to accommodate the increased risk of 
using my personal vehicle for this type 
of commercial driving (and you can’t 
deny that no one is more aware of risk 
aversion than insurance companies). I 
also found the job itself to be extremely 
distracting because it requires the driver 
to constantly attend to their smartphone 
so they can navigate with GPS and 
respond to company commands and 
instructions throughout all the trips.
 That’s when my risk aversion really 
spiked. I often joke that I must be the 
worst rideshare driver ever, because it is 
precisely at those very times and places 
where I stand to make the most money 
for me (and the company) that are the 
ones that pose the greatest potential 
risk—and I will literally go the other 
direction to avoid.
 That often includes stadium and 
concert events in Seattle (there is huge 
demand but it involves traveling in 
highly congested areas with many  
impaired, confused, and distracted  
drivers and pedestrians); driving after 
dark (lots of people are going out to 
restaurants, bars, and clubs, but my night 
vision is not the best); and driving late-
night hours (many people need rides 
because they’re drunk or buzzed but 
then they might also throw up in your 

miae@drivingintherealworld.com

car or be sexually aggressive toward a 
solo female driver).
 With my being on the line for an 
automatic $2,500 insurance deductible if 
I’m at fault (or even if I’m not, because 
Uber and Lyft have their own insurance 
but it doesn’t cover all the phases of a 
trip, plus they can sometimes be slow to 
reimburse)—well, you get the picture.
 While you’re probably not going to 
start driving for Uber anytime soon, it’s 
worth thinking about what risk you are 
willing to live with—and perpetuate for 
others—in more than just a passing way 
in your everyday life behind the wheel.
 We certainly can’t avoid all risk, and 
I still make the occasional unprotected 
left turn just fine. But life is all about 
those little thoughts and near-misses 
that turn into bits of self-awareness 
that convert into conscious habits, one 
detail and layer at a time. And with 
some study, thought, and planning, those 
details can really make all the difference 
in the moments when you most need it.

 

I graduated from unprotected 
left turns and now apply a 
similar principle to parking 
lots, which can be peppered 
with risk from just about any 
and every conceivable direction. 

 I’ll always try to either drive into 
an empty spot or reverse in so that 
when I leave, I can simply pull forward 
with maximum visibility—a technique 
that eliminates the huge risk of “blind 
backouts.” Your back-up cameras and 
warning systems can’t be counted on to 
catch—or save you—from all possible 
hazards.
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It’S offIcIal! Our 2019 PRO3 champion  
is Brian Bercovitz with 243 points. Coley  
Tipton was second with 212. Corey Peters  
was third with 210. Daniele Hovington 
was fourth with 166, and Matt Lowell 
was fifth with 146. There were just two 
points separating second from third 
place, and it all came down to the final 
race weekend. That’s how competitive  
PRO3 is. Forty-four PRO3 drivers 
earned points, with 55 discrete cars and 
61 drivers competing in the 2019 season.
 Brian is the first back-to-back champ 
since the legendary Jeff Van Lierop in 
2008-09. The question now is, with Coley 
and Corey returning and Kyle Byers 
planning a full season in 2020, will Brian 
be able to equal JVL’s record three 
championships? Stay tuned.
 Brian claimed his trophy at the  
ICSCC banquet on November 16. But  
at his table, he finished second. Daniele,  
his significant other for 30 years, won 
the ME2 Enduro Championship, the 
prestigious Workers Choice, AND 
Driver of the Year. While packing up 
her hardware, Brian took time out to 
give me a tip: wrap new tires in SaranTM 

wrap to prevent off-gassing and keep 
them grippy. Screw the leftovers.

The PRO3 Line

 They were also trophies (plaques,  
really) for drivers who attended all 
twelve races: Lawrence Bangert, Brian 
Bercovitz, Coley Tipton, Corey Peters, 
Beef Wellington, and Jim Cissell. All but 
one are PRO3. Workers attending elev-
en races receiving plaques—David Bell, 
Gail Fetterman, Linda Blackburn, and 
Ray Yost, all atending twelve. Couldn’t 

do it without our workers, including 
driver/workers like PRO3 stalwart Michael  
Olsen driving the pace car besides 
administrative duties. And newcomer 
Coley Tipton taking on the critical role 
of IRDC Equipment Manager. Speaking 
of IRDC, at the Banquet in February, 
Jim hopes to unload the much-coveted 
Chateau Bonzo trophy, awarded for 

Bill ‘Blue Baron’ Ecker and Jim ‘Croc Man’ Cissell

Top Five: Left to right-Matt, Daniele, Corey, Coley and Brian.
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Daniele with one of her two huge trophies!

Brian, Kyle Byers, Matt, and Corey at Ridge Motorsports Park.
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stupid driving and being able to laugh 
about it. Nominees? Volunteers? Anyone?
 With PRO3 drivers receiving over 
$27,000 in prizes and discounts from 
sponsors—425 Motorsports, Advanced 
Auto Fabrication, BMW Northwest, 
Griot’s Garage, ProFormance Racing 
School, and Toyo Tires—why would you 
want to race in any other class? Visit one  
today to pick up your 2020 calendar. 
 So, the PRO3/ICSCC race season is 
over. What did we learn? Where do we 
go next? 
 First, we learned that Conference 
racing in the Northwest is alive and well. 
Although the trend since 2010 is down 
30%, 2019 race entries were up six from 
2018—for a total of 1,572. Of those, 
PRO3 accounted for 462, or 29.4% 
(vs 20% in 2018). 285 were in PRO3 
and 177 in Group 5 (EIP, CT4) and 
G8 (ME2 Enduro). PRO3 averaged 20 
entries per weekend, as 31 cars (58 with 
Group 5 and Group 8) enjoyed the new 
pavement at Pacific Raceways in the 
Summer Classic. Four PRO3 Novices 
upgraded to Senior—Nick Carbaugh, 
Eddie Taras, James Butterworth, and 
Zack Watson.
 Second, Conference racers do quite 
well nationally. Former PRO3 drivers 
Shaun Northrop, Olivier Henrichot,  
Andrew Newell, Charles Hurley, and 
Dan Rogers have all finished in the top  
five in the SCCA runoffs in Spec E46—
with Jason Fraser the 2019 champ. 
Michael McAleenan won back-to-back 
NASA National GTS4 Championships 
at COTA and would have won the 2019 

SCCA title but for a flat tire on the  
second to last lap. Mel Kemper, defending  
SCCA national champ, finished fourth 
in the runoffs. ProFormance Instructor  
Andrew Evans’ team won LMP2 at 
Sebring. In fact, a Conference license is 
so well respected that, at the Majors at 
Pacific this year, ICSCC drivers entered 
got a free SCCA license and membership.
 Where next? The Executive Board is 
making it easier to attract new racers.  
They voted to remove the license physical  
requirement, to give a green light for  
NW Motorsports to work with SOVREN  
for a joint race in Spokane, and to give 
the License Director much discretion in 
awarding eligibility for prior experience. 
They’re considering proposals to allow 
more double race weekends to lower  
costs, to make Saturday non-points Sprint  
races Championship races, to offer a  
$25 Enduro-only license, and to honor 
licenses from other conferences. As 
Club IRDC works with LuckyDog on 
drivers’ training, before long a Novice 
or Lucky Dog racer could show up at an 
Enduro and be approved on the spot. 
Stay up to date at http://www.iscc.com/ 
Click on the drop-down Reference, then 
Competition Rules.

2020 Race Schedule
4/18-19 Mission (TBD); 5/2-3 PIR;   
5/16-17 Pacific; 6/5-7 Spokane;  
6/20-21 PIR; 7/18-19 Pacific; 8/15-16 PIR; 
8/29-30 Ridge; 9/26-27 Pacific; 10/17 PIR 
Enduro. There was talk among drivers 
about non-conference races—the Rose 
Cup PIR 7/11-12, Historics Pacific 7/18-

19, Indy Car PIR 9/5-6, Thunderhill, and 
Laguna Seca. But all agree that we need 
to support Conference first for it to last. 
See what we did there?
 PRO3 cars started life as BMW E30s.  
And this year’s E30 Picnic, run by PRO3’s  
Lance Richert, was the biggest ever—
290 E30s from all over the world. Over 
half of the owners were under 30. Why 
so popular among young enthusiasts? 
For the same reasons we love our PRO3 
cars—timeless looks, great handling, and 
that rugged, sweet-sounding straight six  
engine. Come see for yourself. Follow us 
at www.facebook.com/groups/pro3racing.

Jim’s Videos
Newbies Pat Moynihan & Nick Carbaugh  
say these were a big factor in joining 
PRO3. They figured if he could do it, 
anyone could. ‘Nuff said. Here’s the 
latest:
•	 2019 Crashes: youtu.be/sU_IZ9u4Q_4
•	 2019 Season: youtu.be/4up_jVq0_VI
•	 The Ridge Races 12-13 8/24-25:  

youtu.be/8MmcK3UQNo0
•	 PIR Race 11 8/17-18: youtu.be/ 

1O2m8AVT-ro
•	 Pacific Race 10 7/21-2: 

youtu.be/CIpUUNoxDjo
•	 PIR Races 8-9 6/15-16: youtube.com/

watch?v=E1ZWuAslExk&t=28s
•	 Spokane Races 5-7 5/31-6/2: 

youtu.be/QvJQm3NVINk

 Bill Ecker PRO3 #137 (253) 709-7999 
Jim Cissell PRO3 #119 (206) 933-8642

Coley don’t need no license as he leads Brian at the last race 
of the year. Daniele leads her “significant other” at the Ridge.
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the bmW Pro3 grouP is again 
providing free PRO3 wall calendars 
locally to Puget Sound Region Club 
members, a $12 value to the rest of 
the country. To get your free copy, visit 
one of the following listed businesses 
that have agreed to serve as calendar 
distribution points. Use your favorite 
search engine to get their business  
addresses. Distribution is under way.
 Enjoy twelve colorful months of 
BMW PRO3 action racing at tracks 
around the Pacific Northwest. 

Free 2020 PRO3 Calendars
 Additional support was provided 
by the Puget Sound BMW Club, 
BMW Northwest, 425 Motorsports, 
AAF Racing, Northwest Differential, 
Haury’s Lake City Collision, and new 
sponsor Racer on Rails. 
 This high quality calendar features 
PRO3 images shot through the lens of 
local photographers and designed by 
Club member Matt Ferbache. 
 Calendars are available for sale for 
$12 each. Visit www.PRO3-Racing.com  
for ordering details.  

Daniele Hovington, PRO3 #91
danielehovington@gmail.com

DISTRIbuTION LOCaTIONS
 425 Motorsports Bellevue
 Accuracy Automotive Gig Harbor
 BMW Bellevue Bellevue
 BMW Northwest Fife
 BMW Portland Portland

 BMW of Salem Salem
 Broad Stroke Associates Snohomish
 Byers Custom Auburn
 Car Tender Seattle
 DynaSport Portland
 Eastside Bavarian Issaquah
 KD Motorsports Redmond
 Griot’s Garage Tacoma
 Group 2 Motorsports Seattle
 Haury’s Collision Seattle
 Matt’s Greenwood Auto Care Seattle
 Northwest Differential Monroe
 NW European Autowerks Bellingham
 Pro-Tek Automotive Portland
 Proformance Racing School Kent
 Prova Motorsports Seattle
 Rohm Innovations Portland
 South Lake European Renton
 Strictly BMW Bellevue
 Werner’s Auto Klinik Delta, B.C.
 WestWerks Automotive Redmond
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the bmWS oWned by the edItor-In- 
chIef wouldn’t normally be newsworthy,  
but I want to mention them because 
there could be relevance to you and your  
choices of BMWs. I still have my M2 
but my daily driver, a 14-year old Mini 
Cooper that I purchased new in 2005, is 
no more. A distracted driver hit it, while 
it was parked in front of my house. And 
they hit it hard enough to knock it 31 
feet, onto the neighbor’s front lawn! It 
was totaled. 
 I ended up buying a replacement 
daily driver but not before also buying 
a Z1. Two more BMWs in the space of 
four weeks.

1989 Z1
I’ve been shopping for a Z1 for about a 
year. I’ve always liked the Z1 and, now 
that they are over 25 years old, they are 
relatively easy to get into the country. 
It is the modern BMW that the Vintage 
BMW Club owners tend to buy. It is 
reliable, being an E30 underneath, while 
still being exotic, with those crazy doors.
 I inquired about every Z1 for sale in  
the U.S. but the prices weren’t to my liking.  
Collector extraordinaire Peter Gleeson 
was also shopping for a nicer Z1 than he 
already owned. He purchased a car in 
Europe, so his red Z1 became surplus. 

Fleet Changes

He offered it to me, and I didn’t hesitate 
to snap it up. 
 If you’d like to join our three-member  
Z1 SIG (Manfred Scharmach, owner of  
BMW Northwest has a red Alpina Z1), 
I’d be happy to talk to you about what 
I’ve learned about Z1s in my search. 
You should be able to find a nice, 
driver-quality Z1 for between $40,000 
and $70,000. Call or email me if you’re 
serious about looking for one.

2017 i3
My daily driver replacement is a three-
year-old lease return i3. Mine is an i3 
REx, which had only 9,400 miles on it 
when turned in. BMW sold a lot of i3s 
three years ago, mostly on leases, and 
they’re coming back to all the dealerships.  
That means they have plenty of gently  
used cars, typically in the range of 
$22,000 to $28,000. 
 I decided to get an i3 for a number of 
reasons. I really wanted to learn about 
this whole electric car thing. I liked the 
idea of buying almost no gas. I noted 
that most of the BMW mechanics and 
other BMW employees drive i3s. Hm, 
there’s a reason for that. There just isn’t 
much to break.
 What I did not see coming is how 
pleasant it is to drive a quiet, vibration-

free car. The i3 has really captured my 
heart. The range anxiety is a real thing, 
but the range extender is the way I deal 
with that. 
 I installed a 220 outlet so I can charge 
the car at home in no more than eight 
hours, even if fully discharged. The i3 
app lets me climatize the car from my 
phone. After 30 minutes, the windows 
are cleared and the car is warmed up. 
And every morning I have a full tank. 

 What has happened is that the M2 
and Z1 are in the garage, on a lift I 
bought, and rarely move. The i3, which  
is parked outside, gets driven almost  
every day. I like them all, but the i3 is 
the favorite. Maybe that will change 
after the winter, but I kind of doubt it. 
 Try an i3, I think you’ll be surprised 
what a great car it is. Oh, and for those 
of you who lament the passing of stick 
shifts and the less “involvement” one 
has with modern cars, try an i3. I’ve 
found that an electric car gets you really 
involved. You’re constantly watching  
the range go down and figuring out  
what factors affect the range. It isn’t 
exactly tuning carburetors, but you’ll  
be involved again.

David Lightfoot 
d.lightfoot@comast.net

Old School, New School, Future School is as easy as (Z)1, (M)2, (i)3.
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full dIScloSure: I am a relatIvely 
neW bImmerPhIle. I have only been an  
owner since 2002, have only owned four  
BMWs thus far, and didn’t even join the  
BMW CCA until 2014. But I admit, I’ve  
been eyeing attending the BMW CCA’s 
annual shindig, Oktoberfest, as something  
fun and interesting to do, for a few years. 
 What is Octoberfest? It is to BMW 
owners what Comicon is to comic book 
buffs and Cosplay folks, what Blizzcon  
is to video gamers. It is a BMW nerd 
convention. It has something for every 
facet of the BMW fan family —concours, 
track events, manufacturer events and 
tours, vendor demonstrations, round 
tables, forums, giveaways, and swag. Lots 
of swag. And, of course, a beer garden. 
(Is any German event complete without 
a beer garden?) It is also an opportunity 
to see tons of BMWs from oldest to 
newest, from shiniest to rustiest, from 
most original to most modded. And 
most importantly, to meet other people 
who share our obsession. (I believe this 
is something psychologists call external 
validation.)
  Schedules and time/distance never 
seemed to align for my wife and I to 
go to previous Oktoberfests. But this 
year, my better half surprised me by 
stating we should go, since it was the 
50th (and by implication “yuge”) and 
would serendipitously enable us to visit 
family in and around Spartanburg, SC. 
(This meant a free place to stay for 
most of the week.) Of course, I agreed. 
Fortunately, we had this discussion in 
the Spring because the airline tickets 
were cheap and the events began filling 
up quickly as summer approached. The 
only downside was that neither of us 
could get enough time off of work to 
drive one of our Bimmers to the event, 

due to the distance between Seattle and 
Spartanburg (someone from the West 
Coast did drive, though and got one of  
the awards). We ended up renting a Kia. 
(Please don’t judge. To be fair, the Kia 
did not suck as bad as I expected it to, 
which should be considered high praise.)
  The first thing I can say about the event  
from a Puget Sound perspective is plan 
early. If the event is on the East Coast, 
fly a day early. The time shift means you 
basically lose the day to travel. Or take 
a red-eye. We ended up doing both. We 
flew into the Greeneville-Spartanburg 
airport (GSP) which was convenient 
as it is basically right next to the BMW 
Plant, BMW Performance center, BMW 
CCA and BMW CCA Foundation. The 
only thing it wasn’t near was the hotel 
the club was using. There is no hotel  
capable of hosting 1,100 crazy BMW fans  
anywhere near the airport or the main 
BMW and CCA attractions. Overall, I 
think this was a good thing for people 
who brought their BMWs as it gave 
them a chance to drive, which is what  
we all want to do, right?
  The second thing you should do is 
sign up for the events early. They filled 
up fast. The website BMW CCA setup 
was adequate and the dinner events and 
meals could be purchased as a package 
to save a few dollars. Things offered  
included BMW Performance Center 
driving events, BMW Factory, ZF Factory  
and Michelin tours (all local to the area),  
as well as the BMW CCA Foundation 
Museum tour, Fall Leaves Driving Tour, 
Concours event, Ladies Driving Event 
(was technically a “pre-event” as it was 
on Monday), and an exhibition of cars 
at the Performance center on Friday. 
The capstone was the unveiling of the 
new BMW CCA building and a BBQ 

lunch and catered dinner at the location 
on Saturday. The hotel and BMW CCA 
campus hosted numerous BMW-focused 
vendors such as Dinan, ECS, Akrapovic, 
Haggerty, Griot’s, Michelin, XPel, BMW 
NA, Liqui-Moly, and c-PE, among others.  
I’m sure I forgot a few. 
  My wife elected to participate in the  
Ladies Driving Event, so our week started  
early on Monday with me as the spectator 
…a reversal of our typical roles as I am 
an HPDE track rat and she is typically 
my crew chief. The BMW Performance 
Center (bmwperformancecenter.com) is 
a top-notch facility with first class staff,  
service, and amenities in addition to hav- 
ing a great track that can be configured 
for multiple types of driving events. (The  
Guinness record-breaking drift video was  
filmed there. If you sign up for one of 
the Performance Driving or M schools 
and go to Spartanburg, you will not be 
disappointed. I was able to experience 
the same level of fun when I did the 
BMW Performance Driving event on 
Thursday. When my wife and I compared  
notes it was curious that the classroom 
session and events were not identical 
(almost…she had a bit more driving time).  
The price was significantly different ($99 
for me, $250 for her). 
 My advice for the future…you and 
your significant other should just sign 
up for a “regular” Performance driving 
event and you will have more coin to 
spend in the BMW performance center 
store to take advantage of the discount 
for club members. Full disclosure, we 
both have half a new wardrobe between 
the BMW Performance Center store, the  
BMW Zentrum store (www.bmwgroup-
plants.com/spartanburg/en/plant-tours-
zentrum-museum.html), the BMW CCA 
store, and the BMW CCA Foundation 

My Very First…and Last, Oktoberfest! By Andy Wiest

Part of the eleven Isettas that participated in a very slow race.
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store. Especially hats…we have a lot 
more hats.
 One highlight of the trip was the 
BMW CCA Foundation museum  
(bmwccafoundation.org/). It is not large, 
but had a lot of very cool cars from all 
eras of BMW history, from the 2002 to an  
M4 GTS. Some of the cars were brought 
in specifically for the event and loaned 
to the museum by their owners. Two 
special cars were on display at the hotel 
lobby—the Yale Rachlin 2002tii and 
Parker Spooner E9 Coupe. So, if you 
ever go to Spartanburg, visit the museum.  
Of note, Rusty Slammington should not 
be missed. Trust me. Google it.
 We had done the official BMW factory  
tour on a previous visit to the area, and  
I highly recommend it. It’s eye-opening 
how a modern high-tech automotive  
assembly line works. If you have ever 
wondered how new BMWs have those 
beautiful uniform paint jobs . . .The car 
is painted with all the painted surfaces 
on the body. Then the doors and hood, 
etc. are separated, RFID tagged, and 
go through separate assembly lines in 
the labyrinthian plant. Eventually they 
are magically reunited at the right time 
and right place with the right options 
installed, for final assembly.
  If seeing a wide variety of BMWs 
from all eras is your thing, Oktoberfest 
will not disappoint. From the official 
displays at the Foundation Museum, 
BMW Zentrum, and the Performance 
Center, to the hundreds of cars driven 
by members to the event, my head was 
on a swivel most of the time ooing and 
ahhing. Just walking through the parking  
lot was like being in a museum at times. 
There was representation from all the 
affinity groups (or “cults” as my wife likes  
to humorously label them) from 2002, to 
E9, to E30, E39 and beyond. There was 
even a “Tuner” category in the Concours  
to open the aperture to younger BMW 
owners who put significant effort into 
their cars, just in a very different way than  
many of the old guard. It was nice to see.
 The panel discussion on the history 
of Roundel Magazine was excellent. It 
was very informative, with many bits of 
humor from some of the BMW CCA 
“low member number” folks. Yes, there 
is a status associated with your member 
number, including Joseph Chamberlain 
(BMW CCA Member #7, I believe), 

who was quite entertaining. PNW native 
Jackie Jouret did a great job moderating  
that session and had two new books on 
the history of the 2002 out that were 
available at the various venues. 
 As a track rat, the best part of my 
week was the time spent at the BMW 
Performance Center. I did the Driving 
program and charity laps on Thursday, 
and attended the Demonstration day 
on Friday. The weather was perfect for 
both days. The Driving program was as 
well run as you could expect for getting 
100 people through four events—Skid 
pad in an M850i, autocross in an M240i, 
track time in an M4CS, and the off-road  
demo course in the X3/X5. It was efficient,  
the food was great, and the atmosphere 
and facility were perfect for a driving 
events program. I highly recommend 
participating in one of these events, if 
you get the chance, separate from an 
Oktoberfest.
 My personal capstone to Oktoberfest 
was the three charity laps in the 2011 
M3 GT3 Racecar with BMW NA’s Tom 
Plucinsky. Tom has a great job. He gets 
to curate 31 retired BMW racecars. I 
had no idea “curate” meant you got to 
drive them too. Fast. Now I want to be 
a curator. I also learned the difference 
between a flat-plane crank engine and 
a cross-plane engine and why the M3 
GT3 (flat) sounds better than the Z4 
GTLM (cross). To be fair, they both 
sound awesome! The best part was that 
the proceeds go to great BMW CCA 
Foundation programs like Tire Rack 
Street Survival. 

 The BMW Performance Center 
demonstration day had a string of cars 
throughout BMW history take to the 
track based on era. It was like watching  
from the seat of H.G. Wells Time Machine  
after you pulled the lever. From a 507 
up through modern M5s and the race 
cars, it was truly breathtaking to watch 
these cars from history, maintained and 
driven by their owners, in a series of 
parade laps. One of the best parts of 
this day was the Isetta race. Nearly a 
dozen Isetta owners took to the track 
and actually ’raced’…well…as fast as 
13HP can take you. It was both hilarious 
and brilliant. Although I have suspicions 
the guy who won had an S54 swap or 
something. There is a video of the race 
on our chapter Facebook page—www.
facebook.com/NCCBMWCCA/videos/ 
1325798517601758/
 The whole week of events was well-
planned and well-paced—not too many 
events crammed into each day and 
there were repeats of popular events so 
you didn’t have to miss any aspect. The 
BMW CCA app actually worked and 
was useful in keeping on schedule and 
going to the correct places. We referred 
to it constantly. To be fair, there were 
some scheduling glitches, one meal for 
over 700 people was not well-executed, 
and the rain dampened spirts slightly 
on the last day (just a normal PNW 
Fall day). Overall, the BMW CCA and 
BMW CCA Foundation teams did a 
pretty good job executing an event for 
over 1,100 people.
 Which brings me to my last point, 
and the reason for the “last” in the title 
of this missive. Apparently, in order to 
preserve a perfect attendance record 
for a “low number” CCA member, this 
was the last “Oktoberfest.” There will 
be a similar event, as yet to be named, 
every year. CCA leadership also hinted 
that it would tend to be smaller (three 
days versus five) as well. I’ll leave it to 
you to decide if these changes are going 
to be good or not, but if the basic DNA 
of the event is maintained, I highly 
recommend you consider participating 
in it, whatever it’s called. Next year the 
<insert name here> event is in Palm 
Springs, California, which also happens 
to have a BMW Performance Center.  
I hope to see you there!

From left to right, Bob Fisher, Steve Libby  
and David Lightfoot at the last night’s 
dinner at Oktoberfest. It had a 1969 
theme but rain and cold winds made 
comfort in the big tent a challenge.
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O’Fest Thoughts
thIS year’S o’feSt In greenvIlle, South carolIna 
was my first one. Since it was a celebration of the BMW 
CCA 50th Anniversary, I thought I should go. David Lightfoot  
was my roommate and filled me in on a lot of the history of 
the club, and the names of some of the founding members. 
 There could always be room for improvement, some 
things I would or would not have done, but overall the 
experience was very positive and educational. The weather 
did not cooperate, well mostly, but our days at the Perfor-
mance Center will be remembered for a long time. I have 
been a member of the club since around 1998, even before 
I owned a BMW! I was impressed with the number of 

people who traveled some distance to attend this celebra-
tion and to see old friends. My impression is that the club 
seems to be run by and is catering to a certain age and 
demographic. For the club to grow, both in size, scope, and 
direction, there needs to be a change. My impression of the 
events is that the club needs to evolve quickly, the mecha-
nism of communication with members need not rely solely 
on paper, and embrace more electronic technology. Change 
comes slowly like evolution, but sometimes in stair-steps 
when change is favored. It might be time to make and  
embrace more dramatic changes.

Steve Libby, Associate Editor

bmW ag got a neW ceo effectIve 
auguSt 16, 2019. The previous CEO, 
Harald Krüger, was up for renewal of 
his contract. He was still in his 50s, so 
the mandatory retirement age of 60 
was not an issue. What was an issue was 
the fact that the value of BMW’s stock 
dropped by roughly half during his tenure.  
While some of the winds buffeting the 
automotive sector, such as Trump’s trade 
war (the X5 is the most exported U.S.- 
built vehicle) and the general disruption 
of the traditional transportation model, 
were clearly not Krüger’s fault. However,  
BMW’s early lead in the electric car race,  
with the i3 and i8, has been squandered 
and the company is now playing catch 
up. Evidently the Quandt family, who 
has lost billions of euros of value on 
their 46.6% ownership, got the word to 
Krüger that he was not welcome back 
and allowed him to resign. 

Or, as the bMW press release put it:
Munich. Oliver Zipse will assume 
the role of Chairman of the Board of 
Management of BMW AG effective on 
16 August 2019. The company’s Supervi-
sory Board made this decision during its 
meeting in Spartanburg, South Carolina  
(USA). Zipse will succeed Harald 

Oliver Zipse Appointed New Chairman  
of the Board of Management of BMW AG 

Krüger, who informed the Chairman  
of the Supervisory Board at the begin-
ning of July that he would not seek a 
second term of office. Krüger resigned 
as Chairman and left the Board of 
Management by mutual agreement on 
15 August 2019. 
 “With Oliver Zipse, a decisive strategic  
and analytical leader will assume the 
Chair of the Board of Management of 
BMW AG. He will provide the BMW 
Group with fresh momentum in shaping  
the mobility of the future,” said Dr. Nobert  
Reithofer, Chairman of the Supervisory 
Board of BMW AG (and Krüger’s pre-
decessor—Editor). Zipse, the designated 
Chairman of the Board of Management,  
has been a member of the Board of 
Management of BMW AG since 2015 
and was previously responsible for the 
production division. He began his pro-
fessional career at the company in 1991 
as a Trainee and has since held various 
management positions, including as 
Managing Director Plant Oxford and 
Senior Vice President Corporate Plan-
ning and Product Strategy. 
 Reithofer continued: “The Supervisory  
Board greatly respects the decision by 
Harald Krüger and we have expressed 
our sincere appreciation for his many 

years of successful work within the BMW  
Group. On behalf of the entire company, 
we all wish him all the best in the future 
and hope that the BMW Group will 
always have a special meaning for him.” 
(Don’t let the door hit you in the arse on 
your way out—Editor.)
 The Supervisory Board of BMW AG 
met at the plant location in Spartanburg, 
South Carolina, USA, to discuss current  
business developments in the US market  
as well as production at the biggest plant  
in the global production network of the 
BMW Group. Reithofer emphasized: 
“With its innovative strength, strong 
brands and dedicated employees, the 
BMW Group will build on its leadership  
role in the premium segment going 
forward and continue on its path to 
long-term success.”  
 Manfred Schoch, Chairman of the 
Global Works Council and deputy 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board 
said: “The strong partnership between 
the Workers’ Council and corporate 
management has a long tradition and  
is the foundation of our success story. 
We look forward to continuing this  
cooperation and shaping the future  
of the company together.”
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Management Board Changes
effectIve 1 october 2019, Milan Nedeljkovic assumed 
responsibility for the Production Division, taking over from 
Oliver Zipse, who was appointed Chairman of the Board of 
Management of BMW AG on 16 August 2019. Nedeljkovic 
has been with the BMW Group since 1993 and currently 
heads the Corporate Quality Division. He was previously 
managing director of BMW Group Plant Munich and BMW 
Group Plant Leipzig.
 Effective 1 November 2019, Ilka Horstmeier succeeded 
Milagros Caiña-Andree as head of the Human Resources 
Division and labor relations director. Horstmeier has worked 
for the BMW Group since 1995 and is currently managing 
director of BMW Group Plant Dingolfing. Prior to that, she 
also served as head of the Engine, E-Powertrain production 
division.
 Ms Caiña-Andree gave notice to the Chairman of the  
Supervisory Board of BMW AG that, for personal reasons, 
she will not seek a further term of office as Member of the 
Board of Management. She left the Board of Management  
by mutual agreement with the Supervisory Board on  
31 October 2019.

Ilka Horstmeier will be the 
only woman on the BMW  
Management Board.

Milan Nedeljkovic steps into 
the job vacated by Oliver 
Zipse, the new BMW CEO. 
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